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A Comparison of English Proficiency Rubrics 
in Use in the Japanese Public School System: 

日本の公立学校における英語能力ルブリックの比較

Carl Bloomfield: ブルームフィルド・カール

About the Author: 

Carl Bloomfield is a graphic designer, Eiken examiner and junior high 
school NET (Native English Teacher) and ALT working for the Saitama City 
Board of Education. He is the Online Chair of Saitama City Educators. He 
Co-edits the Journal of Saitama City Educators. His interests are CALL, 
preparation for Eiken and IPA. He is based in Saitama City.

Abstract: 

A rubric is a tool for assessments. A lack of a universally accepted EFL 
rubric is a source of confusion for legislators, teachers and students alike. 
This article gives an overview of four rubrics of relevance to  those interested 
in education in Japan. An average junior and senior high school student is 
located within each assessment framework.

アブストラクト: ルブリックとは評価方法の一つです。現在のところ、ＥＦＬ
（外国語としての英語）の評価として一般的に認められている基準がないた
めに、学校の教員だけでなく、生徒や教育政策を考える側が混乱していま
す。ここでは、日本で認められている四つの重要なルブリックを簡単に紹介
しています。例として中学生と高校生を挙げて、各ルブリックを比較してい
ます。
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A Comparison of English Proficiency Rubrics 
in Use in the Japanese Public School System

A rubric is a tool for assessments; a set of criteria and standards linked to 
learning objectives that are used to assess a student's performance. Rubrics 
allow for standardized evaluation according to specified criteria, making 
grading simpler and more transparent.

If we understand a little about the Japanese government we will 
understand how the average benchmark for junior and senior high has been 
created and how this is reflected in English education in Japan.

MEXT (Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology) 

The Meiji government created the first Ministry of Education in 1871.

The Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (文部
科学省 Monbu-kagakushō), also known as MEXT or Monkashō, is one of the 
ministries of the Japanese government.

The Ministry sets standards for the Romanization of Japanese. Kunrei-shiki 
romanization is widely taught in Japanese primary schools, so it has been 
called the Monbushō system after the predecessor of MEXT. .

MEXT regulates almost every aspect of the education process. 

EIKEN (The EIKEN Test in Practical English Proficiency)

Eiken is a four-skills test, assessing a combination of receptive and 
productive skills. The Eiken test is divided into seven levels. In addition to 
reading and listening, Eiken Grades 1, Pre-1, 2, Pre-2, and 3 include a 
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speaking test. Grades 1 and Pre-1 include a handwritten composition task.

In fiscal 2009, examinees for all Eiken grades totaled approximately 2.3 
million. According to the STEP website, the test has been taken by over 80 
million applicants since its inception in 1963.

In the 2003 strategic initiative “Japanese with English Abilities”, MEXT 
designated Eiken Grade 3 as a benchmark proficiency level for junior high 
graduates, and Grades 2 and Pre-2 as benchmarks for high school 
graduates.

How does this compare with other tests taken in Japan? Next we will take a 
brief look at TOEIC. 

TOEIC (The Test of English for International Communication) 

TOEIC is "an English language test designed specifically to measure the 
everyday English skills of people working in an international environment". 
The Institute for International Business Communication (財団法人 国際ビジネ
スコミュニケーション協会 Zaidanhōjin Kokusai Bijinesu Komyunikēshon 
Kyōkai) operates the TOEIC test in Japan, where a total of nearly 1.5 million 
people take the test per year.

The TOEIC Listening & Reading Test is a two-hour multiple-choice test 
consisting of 200 questions evenly divided into listening comprehension and 
reading comprehension. Each candidate receives independent scores for 
written and listening comprehension on a scale from 5 to 495 points. The total 
score adds up on a scale from 10 to 990 points. The TOEIC certificate exists 
in five colors, corresponding to achieved results:

Orange(10-215) Brown (220-465) Green (470-725) Blue (730-855) Gold (860-990)

The TOEIC Speaking & Writing Test was introduced in 2006. Test takers 
receive separate scores for each of the two tests, or can take the Speaking 
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test without the Writing test. The Speaking test assesses pronunciation, 
vocabulary, grammar, and fluency, while the Writing test examines 
vocabulary, grammar, and overall coherence and organization. The tests are 
designed to reflect actual English usage in the workplace, though they do not 
require any knowledge of specialized business terms. The TOEIC Speaking 
Test takes approximately 20 minutes to complete; the TOEIC writing test lasts 
approximately 60 minutes. Each test has a score range between 0-200, with 
test takers grouped into eight proficiency levels. .

An average junior high school student would be expected to achieve a 
score of 120 - 225 points.

An average senior high school student would be expected to  achieve a 
score of 225 - 785 points. 

GRADED READERS (Oxford University Press, Bookworms)

Graded Reading refers to texts that have been adapted or 'graded' to suit 
the comprehension level of the intended reader. Examples include stories 
that have been simplified for children, or in the EFL classroom, material that 
has been written for a specific level of English ability.

The material can be graded (i.e., simplified) according to the use of high 
frequency vocabulary rather than vocabulary a native speaker might use; 
simplified phrasing or sentence structure; the use of illustrations; and so on.

There are many different graded readers available today from various 
publishing companies. The reading levels given by these companies tend be 
in most cases very similar but they do not have a universal system to 
categorize reading levels.

The level guides used in the comparisons of this article are taken from the 
Bookworm series by Oxford University press.

An average junior high school student would be expected to be at stage 1.
7



An average senior high school student would be expected to  be at Stages 
3 and 4.

IELTS (International English Language Testing System)

IELTS is an international standardised test of English language proficiency 
and was established in 1989. There are two versions of the IELTS: the 
Academic Version and the General Training Version:

1. The Academic Version is intended for those who want to  enroll in 
universities and other institutions of higher education and for 
professionals such as medical doctors and nurses who want to study or 
practice in an English-speaking country.

2. The General Training Version is intended for those planning to undertake 
non-academic training or to gain work experience, or for immigration 
purposes.

No minimum score is required to pass the test. An IELTS result or Test 
Report Form is issued to all candidates with a score from 1 (no knowledge) to 
9 (expert user) and each institution sets a different threshold. Institutions are 
advised not to consider valid a report older than two years, unless the user 
proves that he has worked to maintain his level.

In 2007, IELTS tested over a million candidates in a single 12-month period 
for the first time ever, making it the world's most popular English language 
test for higher education and immigration.

In 2009, 1.4 million candidates took the IELTS test in over 130 countries.

Through the comparison of the data available although not official, the 
author predicts an average junior high school student would achieve a score 
grade of 2 or 3, and an average senior high school student would achieve a 
score grade between 3 and 5.
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Using Gmail to Organise Your Teaching Resources: 
Gmailで教材を構成する

John Finucane: ファヌカン・ジョン

About the Author: 

John Finucane is an EFL Professional. He is the President and co-founder 
of Saitama City Educators. He edits the Journal of Saitama City Educators. 
His interests are writing, teacher training, event planning, debate and critical 
thinking. He is based in Saitama City.

Abstract: 

Teaching is a creative job. Much energy is put into creating materials. Much 
energy is wasted duplicating work, if materials are lost or not readily 
available. Much potential is lost if resources are not preserved in a secure, 
accessible and useable way. Gmail will help the unorganized teacher to 
become more efficient, effective and collaborative.

アブストラクト: 教師とは創造的な職業です。教材を作るため、十分努力が
はいります。紛失した教材、また、簡単にアクセスできない教材の場合にも

努力が必要になります。教材を安全・すぐに使用できるまとめないとある可
能性は減退します
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Using Gmail to Organize Your Teaching Resources

Organizing the materials that you create is a problem. Hard copies take up 
space. Desktop computers save space but are not portable. Laptops are 
inconvenient to carry around, as are tablets, albeit to a lesser extent. Renting 
space on a server solves the problem of portability but can be expensive. 
Buying your own server requires technical ability and a large initial outlay. A 
Gmail account however, offers a free paperless, accessible yet secure 
alternative.

Using Gmail

For teachers who are new to teaching or are not tech savvy, Gmail is a 
good option for organizing and archiving teaching materials. Teachers can 
store all of their resources quite easily as emails. Gmail is free and it offers so 
much storage space that you don’t have to delete emails. If you have ever 
used Google then you can use Gmail. The most useful feature is that your 
emails are searchable which makes filing and cross referencing very simple.

Preparing activities for archiving

If you already have a Gmail account set up a new one dedicated solely to 
your teaching materials. If you are new to Gmail, you should consider setting 
up two; one for your materials and one as your primary email address. Go to 
https://www.google.com/accounts/ for a free account. 

Gmail has various features but the use of ‘labels’, in particular, will be 
discussed below. Labels work like folders on your computers desktop. The 
difference is you can easily create, edit, and delete labels and you can add 
more than one to an email so you can cross reference easily.
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For example, consider an activity in which students learn the names of 
instruments used in traditional Irish music. Several elements are involved. 
There is a lesson plan, flash cards, picture cards, sound files and video. An 
email can be created that collects all of these elements in one place. 

A screen shot of an activity ready for archiving

The lesson plan is attached as a word document. The flash cards and 
picture cards are attached as pdfs and the sound files are attached as mp3 
files; the YouTube videos as video files in the body of the email. The subject 
of the email is in a format that makes maximum use of the search function of 
Gmail. The activity is now ready to be archived.
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Archiving and cross referencing

Labels are like folders but better. An email can have more than one label. 
An email can be filed under more than one label making it easy to find. You 
can search by label. The example activity could be labeled in various ways: 
by theme, by skill, by ability level, by course, by institution or by event. It 
could be labeled in any combination. Relabeling is easy. Just click or drag. 
Labels allow an archive to be flexible. 

A screenshot of lessons cross referenced by labels. The color of 
labels can be changed allowing for a further level of meaning 

Practical applications

Gmail makes resources more accessible, convenient and secure. Teaching 
at multiple institutions is made easier because resources are online. 
Elements of activities are also easily accessible and stored in a useable 
format as files. This makes recycling or adapting activities, or their elements, 
easier. In the classroom lesson plans can be viewed on a phone. Files such 
as audio  or video can also be accessed via smart phone and various ways of 
linking to audio/visual equipment in the classroom exist.
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Gmail makes collaboration and sharing easier. Google Docs lets you make 
and edit documents online while collaborating in real-time with other users. 
Google Circles is a social networking and messaging tool allowing you to 
share photos and videos easily. There have been some concerns over 
privacy but they certainly offer a one-stop convenience for the new or less 
tech savvy teacher.

Aside from those discussed, Gmail has many useful features. The Gmail 
help page (http://mail.google.com/support/) has articles covering everything 
from getting started to  advanced topics. There are also help forums. The 
more you explore, the more you will discover. New features are added 
regularly. 

Drawbacks

Gmail has drawbacks as well as advantages. Internet access is required 
and some institutions, such as public junior high schools, block access to 
sites like Gmail. However, smart phones and portable Wi-Fi provide work-
arounds. 

Loss of access to your account is a huge potential disadvantage. Accounts 
can be hijacked or you may simply forget the password. However, Gmail 
does offer some very sophisticated security features such as 2 step 
verification; which involves a text or voice message sent to  your phone. 
Various recovery options exist for accounts you can’t access. Compared to 
other options Gmail is very secure and continuously improving.

Get organized

Teaching is a creative job. Much energy is put into creating materials. Much 
energy is wasted duplicating work, if materials are lost or not readily 
available. Much potential is lost if resources are not preserved in a secure, 
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accessible and useable way. Gmail will help the unorganized teacher to 
become more efficient, effective and collaborative.

Find out more:

https://www.google.com/accounts/

http://mail.google.com/support/
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Security and Simplicity for Teachers Through Dropbox: 
Dropboxを通して先生方への安全性と平明

Ryan Jude: ジュード ・ライアン

About the Author: 

Ryan Jude currently teaches at Omiya SHS. He studied Japanese 
literature, culture, and media at the University of Minnesota and did his 
graduate work in Teaching English as a Second Language at Hamline 
University. He enjoys learning languages, reading, playing guitar, and 
running.

Abstract:

Teachers rely heavily on computers at work. They generally use them to 
create lessons and material along with other miscellaneous things. This paper 
takes a look at the merits and demerits to  the file-sharing program Dropbox 
for teachers and looks at its features of storing copies of files online (security) 
and sharing/synchronizing files with other computers (simplicity).

アブストラクト: 教師はしごとするとPCに大幅に依存する.教材や指導案を作
るためにPCを使うことします。本論文ではDropboxと言うデータ交換ソフト

ウェアを使用する功罪を記す。
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Security and Simplicity for Teachers Through Dropbox

If you use more than one computer regularly, you probably understand how 
your life can get more complicated. There are generally different files on each 
computer, and probably different versions. It can be a hassle to make sure 
you bring files with you that you want to work on. It can be annoying figuring 
our which version is the latest and whether you should keep both or not. 
Sharing and editing the files with others can add a whole new dimension to 
these problems.

Dropbox is a program that was designed to make sharing files and editing 
them on different computers easy. Though it can act as a file-storage service, 
its focus is on file sharing and synchronization, making it seem as natural as 
saving something to your desktop. The way it works is a user first creates an 
account, downloads, and then installs the Dropbox client. Creating an 
account is simple and free; all that is asked for is a name and email address. 
The installation creates a Dropbox folder and any files put into the folder will 
be uploaded to the user’s account online. A user can only store two gigabytes 
worth of information with a free account. 

If Dropbox is installed on another computer under the same Dropbox 
account, then the file will be downloaded to that computer’s Dropbox folder as 
well and will be shared on both computers. At the user’s discretion, she can 
share files with whomever she chooses and not only with computers under 
her name, as long as they have installed the Dropbox client. Dropbox gives 
users control over which files are shared and with whom as well. In this way, 
Dropbox can be an alternative to  sending attachments by e-mail or physically 
transferring data with removable media. Innovative uses for Dropbox have 
also been developed by users to help share files, such as sending files to a 
Dropbox folder using Gmail.

However, file-sharing is only half of what Dropbox focuses on. The other 
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half is synchronization between computers. After a file is shared between 
computers, any changes will also be shared. In this way, users do not have to 
keep track of which version is the latest and can quickly and easily see the 
changes others have made. Dropbox will save all versions of a revised file, so 
if a user needs to go back to an older version, they can. However, Dropbox 
will only save previous versions for a month with a free account. 

As a teacher in Japan, I have found Dropbox to be a great help. Not only 
do I create all of my lessons and lesson plans on my computer but I also save 
many materials I use in class on it. School networks are generally for 
administrative documents and a teacher’s preparation for classes is often not 
saved and backed-up by the school’s network. However, Dropbox can fill the 
role of a personal network and backup files online. If ever something 
happened to a computer, the files would still be stored online and on other 
computers sharing the documents. Moreover, while a school’s network can 
only be accessed at school, files on Dropbox can be accessed from any 
computer online, or from any computer the files are shared with. Therefore, if 
a teacher were to want to access a file at a different school or at home, 
Dropbox makes that a breeze. With the spread of smart phones, Dropbox has 
even become available on those mobile devices.

However, there are naturally drawbacks as well. The major drawback of 
Dropbox for teachers is that it requires an internet connection to share and 
synchronize files. Normally that may not be such an obstacle, but many 
public schools block any kind of file storing or sharing programs and 
websites, and the public high schools in Saitama Prefecture are no exception. 
Schools are generally cautious about files leaving the school, particularly if 
they contain any private information concerning students. In 2011, there was 
a tightening of protection of students’ privacy resulting in ban on personally 
owned computers in many schools I know of, and needless to say, many file-
sharing websites are blocked for students and teachers alike. That makes 
portable media one of the only ways then to bring files outside of school.

Another foreseeable drawback is, as is natural with most technology, it 
18



requires some time to set it up and get used to. Dropbox is a fairly easy 
program to use as there is not much more to it than putting files in a folder. 
But first a teacher needs to set sharing settings and understand how the 
sharing and synchronization work. Not to mention, when sharing files with a 
group of people, all who may be unfamiliar with the program, some time will 
be spend just to get things running smoothly in the beginning.

Teachers tend to have many files on their computers: lesson plans, 
materials, lists, schedules, etc. Moreover, they often bring their work with 
them: they may teach at a couple or a number of schools, or they may do 
their work on a couple of different computers. However, through Dropbox, 
teachers can have some security by storing backups of files online, and 
simplicity by sharing the most revised versions of files with their other 
computers, coworkers, or students. However, Dropbox does not work at all 
schools, and teachers should check beforehand to make sure it is suitable for 
their own particular situations.
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Chaos Theory and TEFL Career Development: 
How Iteration Leads to Expertise 
カオス理論と職業進路開発：
繰り返しが権威性の結果に至る

Leander S. Hughes: リアンダー・ヒューズ

About the Author: 

Leander Hughes is an assistant professor of English Education at the 
Saitama University Center for English Education and Development. He is 
interested in applying findings in social psychology and other outside fields to 
the language learning context. Additional research interests include learner 
autonomy, computer assisted language learning, and communicative task 
effectiveness.

Abstract:

Benjamin Franklin gave us the oft-quoted line, “the definition of insanity is 
doing the same thing over and over and expecting different results.” However, 
chaos theory, and fractals in particular, show us that a certain kind of 
repetition called iteration can generate unimaginable complexity from very 
simple beginnings. This article extends this principle to  professional 
development in language teaching, illustrating how cycling initially simple 
ideas through a process of application and presentation can help us develop 
those ideas into sophisticated theories, methods, and techniques while 
gaining us presentations, publications and consequent career advancement.

アブストラクト: ベンジャミン・フランクリンからの引用、「狂気の定義は

「同じことを繰り返しても別の結果を予期する」ことです」。けれども、カ

オス理論とフラクタルではある反復の種類をとして複雑なものもできます。
本論文ではこの考えを言語学での職業進路開発に広がります。活用する・発

表する周期を通して最初的に簡単な考えを洗練された教授法・理論に発達す
ることできます。同時に職業進路開発機会となる論文・講義を得ます。
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Chaos Theory and TEFL Career Development: 
How Iteration Leads to Expertise

…from so simple a beginning, endless forms most beautiful and most wonderful 
have been, and are being, evolved.

-Charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species

At the heart of Chaos Theory is the counter-intuitive idea that certain 
simple processes can, if repeated or “iterated,” lead to infinitely complex 
results. Escape-time fractals such as the Julia and Mandelbrot sets are visual 
demonstrations of how complexity can arise in this way, but the concept 
applies to many phenomena, including, I posit, the development of expertise 
in the field of teaching English as a foreign language (TEFL). By expertise, I 
mean the complex knowledge/skill-set which enables a teacher to 
successfully negotiate critical challenges that characterize her field. To me, 
expertise is a sort of fractal emerging over time, but just how it emerges is 
difficult to  visualize. Thus, first taking a look at how a conventional fractal is 
generated can help us grasp the less tangible process of developing our 
TEFL expertise. Let’s start, then, with the formula for the most famous fractal, 
the Mandelbrot set: 

z = 0

z à z2  +c

Or: Start with z equaling zero, multiply it by itself (z2), and then add the product to 
another number (+ c). Now, the “à z” part tells us to take our result and plug it back 
into the formula as the new z and repeat the process. Every time we plug in a 
previous result for z, we are performing an iteration of the formula. So, for example, 
if we set c to two, the formula iterates as shown:

Initially: 02 + 2 = 2 

First iteration: 22 + 2 = 6

Second iteration: 62 + 2 = 38

Third iteration:  382 + 2 =…a much bigger number

21



Now, to make the Mandelbrot set, start with a grid of pixels, each with an x 
coordinate and a yi coordinate (i = √-1):

Set the c in z à z2 + c equal to each pixel’s coordinates. For example, c for pixel 
(-2, 2i) (highlighted below) would be -2 + 2i. 

Next, iterate each pixel’s coordinates through z à z2 + c. If the results get bigger 
and bigger, make the pixel white. If not, make it black (for more detailed 
information on how to generate the Mandelbrot set including adding colors, see 
“How to Plot,” 2011).  Performing a single iteration for each pixel, 
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we get:

A second iteration gives us:

A third:
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Fourth:

Fifth:

Sixth:
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Seventh:

As shown, our shape has gone from simple to relatively complex. Yet, recall we 
have achieved this complexity merely by iterating each pixel’s coordinates through 
the utterly simple formula, z à z2 + c (to see the Mandelbrot set generated at a much 
higher resolution with many more iterations, see “Mandelbrot,” 2008).

Thus, complex results can emerge from multiple iterations of very simple 
processes, and although professional development in TEFL is not mathematical in 
any strict sense, I have found much of it can be represented by the following simple 
formula:

u = useful idea

u à apply(u) à present(u)

Or: begin with a useful teaching idea. Apply that idea in your classroom, 
revising it based on the results you get. Then present the revised version to 
your peers by, for example, giving a short presentation to  fellow members of a 
professional society or writing a submission for that society’s journal. The 
thought and research required to communicate your idea to your peers will 
help you clarify and improve it, while the feedback you get from your peers 
after presenting or submitting your idea will help you discover avenues for 
further development. After presenting, take the newly modified idea back and 
apply it in your classroom, revise it accordingly and then present it anew to 
your peers and continue iterating each new incarnation of your idea back 
through this apply-present process.
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Just as each iteration increases the complexity of the resultant image when 
generating the Mandelbrot set, so too does each iteration of the apply-
present process increase the complexity and sophistication of our ideas. The 
following example from my own experience further illustrates this point: When 
I was a graduate student working for Saitama City, the city introduced a new 
English communication-oriented curriculum, which included the ambitious 
goal of enabling junior high school students to debate in English. To meet this 
challenge, I reviewed the research and textbooks I had studied on 
communicative language teaching (CLT), but was unsatisfied with what I 
found and so began designing and implementing activities from scratch that 
fit my own yet-hazy concept of CLT. A few of these activities I felt worth 
sharing with other teachers. These activities then became the content of my 
first presentation at a professional society of English teachers (Hughes, 
2006), the feedback from which helped me further develop my activities and 
conception of CLT. 

After another year of implementation and innovation in the classroom, my 
activities for teaching debate had evolved into  a curriculum and my 
conception of CLT into a relatively concrete mental framework. I then 
challenged myself to put that framework into writing in the form of a 
submission to a local language teaching journal, meanwhile preparing a 
presentation of my debate curriculum. The paper was accepted (Hughes, 
2008), the presentation (Hughes, 2007) well-received, and both efforts helped 
me further improve my classroom practice. In short, just a few simple 
activities iterated through the apply-present formula helped me develop my 
understanding of language teaching and led directly to a number of 
presentations and publications, which in turn have helped me advance my 
career.

We have seen how iterating simple processes can lead to complex results 
not only with regard to  fractals, but also professional development in TEFL. 
By starting with a simple but useful idea, a classroom to apply it in, and peers 
to present it to, we can iterate our idea through the apply-present process 
and thereby generate ever more sophisticated ideas contributing to our 
overall TEFL expertise and consequent recognition in our field. 
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Abstract:

To provide Japanese university students with another context to interact in 
English and train students to  be relevant in communicating on the global 
stage, Facebook was experimented with in lieu of a Learning Management 
System. The experience revealed that Facebook is a very practical alternative 
to other Learning Management Systems.    

アブストラクト: 日本人の大学生の英語を使う機会と国際的なコミュニケー
ションに参加できるように、Facebookのラ−ニングシステムを実験しまし

た。こちらはその実験レポートです。
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Introduction

With more than 800 million active users one could argue that Facebook is 
the global standard for interpersonal communication online. With a little over 
6 million users, the Japanese have been very slow to adopt Facebook as a 
communicative tool. To empower students to be able to participate in this 
global communicative change, Facebook was incorporated into the lesson 
syllabus. Facebook was used in lieu of a Learning Management System 
(LMS) and as a context to engage students in using English outside of the 
classroom. This experience revealed Facebook was an acceptable alternative 
to a LMS and students were able to recognize Facebook’s role in global 
communication.

The Set Up 

Two specific Facebook Groups were created for a culture studies class (10 
second and third year students from the international communication 
department) and one first-year English conversation class (19 students from 
humanities and international communication departments). The first class of 
the semester was staged in a multimedia classroom where Facebook 
accounts and Facebook groups were formed. Students with smart phones 
then downloaded the Facebook application. The reasons for using Facebook 
and semester goals were then outlined. 

For this experiment the teacher’s personal Facebook account was used in 
order to demonstrate Facebook’s global appeal. At the completion of the 
classes it appears that this goal was achieved with over 70% of students 
believing Facebook is a very useful tool for international communication. 
Student comments on this issue included; “Modern times is the information 
society. Using of Facebook is powerful help of English skills”; “Facebook is a 
great tool to make global community”.
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Facebook as a LMS 

To manage administration duties between a school and its students, many 
institutions have adopted LMS systems such as Moodle or Blackboard. To 
increase students’ exposure to Facebook, Facebook was used to  manage 
administrative duties as well as provide a context for students to use English 
outside of the classroom. Some of the administrative activities successfully 
undertaken on Facebook include; managing the extensive reading program 
on Facebook, whereby students introduced their book at the start of the week 
and wrote a short review upon finishing that book; submission of student 
reports; listing important dates on Facebook’s “events” page; distribution of 
lesson material through Facebook’s “message” function. Preparation time for 
the teacher was reduced and as one student commented, “Facebook class 
was good for the environment because we did not use any prints in this 
class”. In all of these communicative and administrative activities Facebook 
proved to be a very practical alternative to a LMS.

Compared to  many LMS’, the added advantage of Facebook is its main 
function as a platform for social communication. Students can personalize 
their Facebook profiles and interact using their self-created Facebook identity. 
Some of the communicative tasks experimented with in these classes 
included, web-blog entries, photo and other multimedia web-blogs, homework 
discussions, using Facebook’s “event” function to coincide with in-class 
presentations, and running class surveys using the “poll” or “ask a question” 
function.

Cellphone Capabilities 

Facebook’s smart phone application supports excellent cellphone access, 
which gives the Facebook LMS a variety of advantages over other LMS 
systems. Cellphone access served to  illuminate the gap in computer skills 
because almost all university students are very sophisticated cellphone 
users. More students were incorporating multi-media into their Facebook 
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posts, or weblog entries. Students did not need their computer to  actively 
participate in classes. Furthermore students could be timelier in responding to 
discussion questions or comments from other students. One student noted 
how “it is nice to be able to write our homework at any time”. Facebook’s 
unique cellphone capabilities allowed for this experiment to run more 
efficiently and it provided opportunities for higher levels of student work to be 
created.

Evaluation 

Students’ contributions to homework tasks and discussions could be 
counted easily, which enhanced the efficiency of evaluating student’s work. 
This point was also  highlighted to  students and it served as an extrinsic 
motivator for students to  participate in online discussions. The teacher could 
use the “comment” function to make general comments and the “message” 
function to provide more personalized feedback.

Class Connection

It seemed that the Facebook experience served to strengthen the bonds 
between students. It appeared to be more of a poignant issue for first year 
students who commented; “It is easy to  know each other because we have 
individual pages and it has many informations about them”; “My friends show 
many pictures, that’s interesting”; “Facebook is a bonds of our friendship! I’ll 
try to use it more”. Even after the class was completed students continued to 
use the Facebook Group. 

For example, a student has used the Facebook group to solicit 
respondents to a small research questionnaire. Class evaluations revealed 
some students also value being able to maintain a connection to their 
classmates with one student commenting, “It’s so nice cause we can 
communicate even after class finished”.
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The teacher also  learned that Facebook made them more accessible to 
their students and students became more accessible to them. The teacher 
could use student’s Facebook profiles to learn their names and personalities 
very quickly. More messages concerning student absences were received in 
addition to more questions concerning homework or lesson content. A 
student’s comment from the post-class evaluation was, “Facebook made it 
more comfortable and convenient to talk to  my teacher”. The increased 
accessibility made it easier to  make last minute decisions. On one occasion 
an approaching typhoon forced classes to be cancelled and the teacher was 
able to quickly organize a make-up class for the following day.

This experience identified that Facebook could be used in lieu of a LMS. A 
wide variety of communicative tasks were completed on this platform and the 
post class evaluation revealed that students were able to  recognize the 
relevance of being able to use Facebook in order to participate in the global 
community. When more students come to own smart-phones and the 
university is equipped with wireless capabilities, the potential of Facebook as 
an LMS can be explored further.
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A Chairde,

さいたま市教育家会 (SCE) is a grassroots teaching organisation. We are 
dedicated to providing support, training and a forum for professional 
development, to anyone with an interest in education in Saitama City.

SCE is a free service to  our members. Our goal is to create a collaborative, 
mutually supportive, professional community in Saitama City.  We also work 
with other organizations to  achieve this goal. To find out more, or to get 
involved please contact John at:

contact@saitamacityeducators.org

さいたま市教育家会ジャーナル  (JSCE) is an online journal. We are an 
official publication with an ISSN number. Submissions are open to  anyone 
with an interest in education in Saitama City. JSCE is a multi-lingual journal. 
Submissions will be accepted in any language.

The basic criterion for an article is one idea in one thousand words. The 
subject of the article should be of relevance to education or educators in in 
Saitama City. All submissions must include a short abstract in either English 
or Japanese. Find out more at:

http://www.saitamacityeducators.org

Issue 5 is the final issue of this volume. We hope to produce another 5 
issues for volume 2 in 2012. Thank you to all of this volumes contributors.

Beannachtaí an tSéasúir, Brad and John

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
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